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Tradency presents a CFD based robo-advisor 

Tradency, an innovative fintech provider, now empowers brokers to retain a 

long term, solid customer base via a CFD robo-advisory service. 

 

November 8, 2016 – Tradency, a global Fintech company focusing on product 

development and advanced services to financial institutions since 2005, announced 

today the launch of the Smart Investor CFD. The SI CFD opens a new market niche 

which can be used primarily as a retention tool and a vehicle to attract substantial 

AUM. The service will seamlessly integrate with the broker's existing infrastructures. 

 

The SI CFD offers a robust proposition of a long term, solid investment channel for 

customers who are on the verge of abandoning active trading. Consequently, the SI 

CFD prolongs client lifespan and decreases the market-standard high churn levels. 

Incorporating the SI CFD service will also add to the broker's reputation and will 

diversify its product offering, all of which contributes to securing high client 

satisfaction.  

 

Lior Nabat, Tradency CEO expounds: "In addition to churn issues, brokers who 

implement the SI CFD will enjoy a new source of sizable AUM and resell and upsell 

opportunities to these remaining live clients in the system".  Tradency prides in its 

ability to detect market needs and offer services and tools which address them 

directly. “The emergence of the robo-advisory trend had brought us, in 2015, to 

initiate the development of infrastructures and designing of products that meet 

market demands.” 

 

The new SI CFD will be on show, along with other innovative Tradency solutions, at 

Tradency's booth #49 at the coming Finance Magnates London Summit next week.  

 

 

-End- 

 

About Tradency 

Tradency is a pioneering financial technology provider, focusing on B2B product 

development and advanced services for retail investors and retail traders. Tradency 

http://www.tradency.com/
http://www.tradency.com/copy-of-smart-investor
http://events.financemagnates.com/london2016/venue/
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has been successfully providing automatic trading and advised investment platforms 

used by millions of end users globally. By deploying Tradency’s B2B business models, 

financial institutions around the world, license and market Tradency’s revolutionary 

financial technology, creating new market trends and business opportunities. 

Tradency invented the Mirror Trading concept in early 2005, creating a bank grade 

trading service that provides retail traders with valuable, professional knowledge and 

automatic trading strategy implementation. Since early 2015, Tradency is leveraging 

its success by bringing its established technology to provide financial institutions with 

a full stack digital investment ecosystem to serve the fast growing global robo 

advisory market and end-to-end, frontend & backend solutions for cross assets 

markets. Tradency is active in all 5 continents and has a prominent presence in 

Japan.   

For more information, please visit www.tradency.com 
 
 

http://www.tradency.com/

